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How many of you have faced tuition hikes in
your universities and not received more financial
aid? Have you ever had to take time off from
school to save money to pay higher tuition? Have
you ever given up extracurricular activities to take
on more work hours? How many of you are taking
on unmanageable debt or are going through col-
lege without any health insurance? How many
know friends or siblings that are facing these
issues? Unfortunately, like so many other essential
services, higher education is becoming less and
less accessible to working class, poor and immi-
grant youth. 

High tuition, and constant tuition hikes is the
number one barrier to higher education in the US.
Students all over the country attending 4-year
public universities and colleges this year will feel
the effects of paying more money for the same or
even lower quality, education. Think financial aid
will help you deal with these costs? Think again.
Public financial aid does simply not give enough.
Even though five million students depend on
them, the federal government has maintained a
freeze on Pell grants, which is the money reserved
for the neediest students. The maximum grant has
remained at $4,050 for the third year in a row; this
is only 34% of the estimated yearly cost for a
four-year public college in 2005.

Governor Pataki’s 2005-06 Executive Budget
proposal has shocked many of New York’s col-
lege students and their families. The Governor’s
budget allows for tuition increases at SUNY and
CUNY and proposes that an automatic annual
tuition increase be instated.  “Our SUNY and
CUNY systems have been transformed over the
last 10 years,” Pataki said. “Clearly, there is no
better investment we can make than educating
young New Yorkers to meet the challenges and
opportunities of the 21st century.” He also propos-

es restructuring the state’s Tuition Assistance
Program (TAP) and cutting down on financial aid
opportunity programs. His budget, however, does
allow minimal increases for SUNY and CUNY
operating funding, and maintains current funding
levels for community colleges and Bundy Aid. 

After two years of tuition hikes and budget
cuts that have led to enormous tuition bills that
just keep adding up, Pataki, along with the CUNY
Board of Trustees, is proposing a $250-a-semester
tuition hike at CUNY’s 19 universities. In the

SUNY system, the proposed tuition increase is
$500 per semester. SUNY tuition last rose by
$950 to $4,350 a year in 2003 and CUNY’s tuition
increased $800 to $4,000 a year at the same time.
SUNY trustees are now considering a new $600

Tuition Hikes Squeeze Working Class Youth
BY ELENA ACOSTA

QCC Faculty Demonstrate at Administration Bldg. Wednesday, March 23, 
to protest lack of contract.
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Before May 1, 2003, the fare for a local train
or bus ride in New York City was $1.50. On that
day, the fare rose to $2.00. As many New
Yorkers were unhappy about the hike, another
hike would soon make New Yorkers dig a little
deeper in their pockets. Recently, the
Metropolitan Transit Authority raised the prices of
unlimited weekly and unlimited monthly metro
cards.

On February 27, 2005, 7-day unlimited
metrocards rose from $21 to $24. 30-day unlimit-
ed metrocards rose from $70 to $76 and fares for
express buses went from $4 to $5.  This increase
was to help the MTA’s $688 million deficit.
According to Katherine Lapp, the MTA’s
Executive Director, the deficit will increase to
$1.4 billion by the year 2007.

Experts say that Governor George Pataki
directed the MTA’s budget to borrow tens of bil-
lions of dollars by issuing bonds which were to be
paid back by riders’ fares. Historically, MTA
normally backed up its bonds, but now the MTA
must use much more rider fares to pay the interest
on the bonds. With interest rates at historical

lows, the MTA has been very lucky. If the inter-
ests rates go up, the situation will worsen for the
MTA and transit riders.

Many bus and train riders were not happy
with the recent hikes. A few bus riders shared
how they feel about the hike. “This is ridicu-
lous,” Sherian Lypher of Far Rockaway, age 21,
said about the fare hike.

“Taking public transportation is taking all of
my money!” Jason Rodriguez from Kew
Gardens also had a bone to pick with the MTA.
“You don’t even get to sit half the time and most
of the time it’s crowded,” he said.

The MTA needs to improve its service. For
$2 a ride, many New Yorkers definitely want their
money’s worth. They should have buses come
more frequently to avoid overcrowding. “They
need to make the buses bigger,” said Lamar
Valentina, a Queensborough student. Riders are
unhappy with the service of the MTA. The buses
and trains have not improved, but it has gotten
more expensive to take the ride. New Yorkers
might even have a surprise waiting for them in the
future. As time passes, the fares could rise again.

MTA Fare Hike
BY ROBERT ALEXIS

continued on page 3
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These editorials represent the opinion of the Editorial Board of Communiqué, which is solely responsi-
ble for its contents. These are not necessarily the views of the Queensborough Community College 
administration and staff. Communiqué welcomes any letters or editorials for the population of QCC.
Submit work to Communiqué, H-428. The Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for spatial
needs and grammatical accuracy.
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Fed-Up Faculty Give Bloomberg
“The Boot”

BY PAUL KAISER

Mayor Michael Bloomberg will not be seeking employment at the City University of New York
when his term comes to an end. This is because within the CUNY system, there are neither tangible con-
tracts nor decent benefits that exist for its staff.

In the city where inefficient, run of the mill unions have continuously failed to provide benefits for
its employees, pickets, demonstrations, and organized protests have become a caveat synonymous with
employment here.

“History shows us that, in business and in private government, the boss will always pay the workers
the least amount possible,” says Dr. Peter Bales, a history and political science professor at
Queensborough Community College.

While the mantra of CUNY employees continues to be a steadfast call for “Fairness,” says Professor
Appleman, the QCC Chapter Chairman, “this has reached an absurd level,” adds one picketer.

Another demonstrator says, “we haven’t heard a ‘purr’ from the Mayor concerning the issues of non-
competitive pay, and a waning benefits package.”

To date, New York City advertises a budget surplus. Yet the “the Education Mayor” and his alloca-
tion staff, which demonstrators believe to be both, “aloof and un-sentient to our needs,” are not using the
funds where the direst requirement exists.

This pattern of treatment within the CUNY system has matured into a full-fledged “crisis.”  This
inexplicable affair, perpetuated by those seated in this City’s leadership positions, has placed education
on the back burner. Given the ebb and flow of Olympic officials engaging in site-surveys through this
City, many CUNY staff members feel that, by design, the Mayor has no interest in education. When com-
pared to things such as the West Wide Stadium, and other clandestine projects that have yet to surface,
“Where does the issue of education fit in?” asks one demonstrator.

When will these issues be addressed? Is it safe to say that they will never be dealt with, leaving the
City University of New York’s education system to corrode, and eventually perish? Is there an ulterior
motive within this city to ‘gobble’ up surplus funds, which should be used for education? Or will May
Michael Bloomberg address these issues, and show the city that he truly is the “Education Mayor.”

Register NOW
�

For the 
QCC Spring Job Fair 

�

Wednesday, April 20th, 2005
12-3 pm, Student Union Lobby

Meet with 50 Employers
Interview Attire Required

�

To Register Come to the Office of Career Services 
in the Library, Room 429.
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Tuition Hikes
continued from page 1

tuition increase. Student fees also have increased steadily in the public univer-
sity systems over the past decade. 

“This budget puts a major squeeze on low- and middle-income students,”
said Miriam Kramer of the student-supported New York Public Interest
Research Group. She said the aid proposals only restore Pataki’s previous
cuts. “If this budget goes through, they will get a status quo budget with some
revenues from the massive tuition hike,” Kramer said. “So students again are
getting the short end of the stick.” Since 1993, overall tuition in public col-
leges is up 47%. These double-digit tuition hikes are forcing students to take
out more loans, drop out of school, or choose not to go to college. Some
choose a two-year college when they would have chosen a four-year school,
though on average, two-year public colleges raised tuitions by 13.8% last
year.

Tuition hikes, financial aid cuts, variable loan rates, restrictions on immi-
grants: what’s going on? The federal and state governments are pushing the
responsibility to pay for higher education on to the backs of students and their
parents. They are privatizing the public higher education system and putting
private education even farther out of reach. “Mr. Pataki is once again trying to
balance the state budget on the backs of low-income, working-class students
in the city and state university systems.” “We don’t want an elite SUNY and
CUNY, we want a SUNY and CUNY accessible for all,” said Assembly
Higher Education Committee Chairman Ronald Canestrari. Canestrari said
the Legislature will seek to negotiate changes in Pataki’s plan, but he was
worried a recent court decision that may leave legislators with little leverage.
For example, under the court decision, the Legislature might only be able to
accept Pataki’s TAP proposal or eliminate TAP, which the Legislature would-
n’t do, Canestrari said. But these comments do not discourage City University
of New York (CUNY) and State University of New York (SUNY) students
who are organizing the latest in a long history of fight backs to stop Pataki. 

In response to these attacks, students across the nation are beginning to
organize in protest. Students from North Dakota are pressuring their universi-
ties to fight cuts in state funding. Kansas students are pressuring lawmakers to
pass Senate Bill 2145 which would allow immigrant high-school graduates
who studied at least three years in Kansas to be eligible for in-state-tuition.
Wisconsin students are fighting to organize a university-wide book rental sys-
tem to cut back on exorbitant book prices. Last year, students from SUNY
and CUNY schools marched across New York State to Albany to protest the
state’s anti-education budget. At private Brown and Columbia Universities,
students are fighting cuts in grants and increased dependency on loans for stu-

dent aid. The list goes on. 
In addition to localized protests, the United States Student Association,

which is the largest student organization in the country, constantly works to
represent student interests at the national level. State Public Interests
Research Groups (PIRGs) are also beginning to organize against state budget
cuts and federal cuts to financial aid. And immigrant youth and their allies
continue the fight to pass the DREAM Act (HR 1684). 

The DREAM Act, addresses the tragedy of young people who grew up in
the United States, and have graduated from U.S. high schools, but whose
future is circumscribed by current immigration laws. Under the current law,
these young people generally derive their immigration status solely from their
parents, and when the parents are undocumented or in immigration limbo,
their children have no mechanism to obtain legal residency. The dream act
would enact two major changes in current law: Eliminate the federal provi-
sion that discourages states from providing in-state tuition without regard to
immigration status; and Permit some immigrant students who have grown up
in the U.S. to apply for legal status. The DREAM Act would repeal section
505 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996 (IIRIRA), which discourages states from providing in-state tuition or
other higher education benefits without regard to immigration status.

For more information contact: Miriam Kramer, (646) 408-3735 Liam
Arbetman, (518) 436-0876. 

PUBLIC SAFETY CORNER
JOSEPH CUNNINGHAM

DIRECTOR OF SECURITY & PUBLIC SAFETY

The Security & Public Safety Office will do its best to make the time
you spend at Queensborough a safe and pleasant experience.   We must all
work together.

Campus Safety Tips
The Security Office is located on the 3rd floor of the Library

Building by the flagpole.  Our phone number is 718-631-6320. In an
emergency, use any of the red phones that you will find throughout the
campus. These phones are a direct line to the Security Office.

If you hear a fire alarm in the building you are in, please leave the
building.  We will be conducting fire drills throughout the term.  In each
building and on each floor you will find a copy of our Fire Safety
Instruction booklet.  Take a copy and please review it.  Don’t wait for an
emergency…it may be too late!

Security personnel will do it’s best to insure your safety, but it is a
cooperative effort of everyone on campus.  If you have any concerns, do
not hesitate to call us.  

At night, try to stay in well lit areas and on routes that appear to be
heavily used.  You can call Security to request an escort.  Know where the
emergency red phones are located and the location of the security booth
posts.

Be aware of what is going on around you.  Follow your “gut”
instincts.  If your intuition tells you that you’re at risk, leave the area and
call Security.  You don’t need to make excuses or feel guilty for protect-
ing yourself.

When walking to your car, be alert.  Have your keys out and ready.
Be aware of your surroundings.  Watch for suspicious people or activities
around your car.

Clery Act - Each October the college will mail to you a copy of its
Crime Statistics and Sexual Assault Prevention Report.  You can pick up
a copy at the Security Office or view the information on the QCC web
site.  

Remember, spring is here…have a great term.

Anthrax Shot Aimed at
Rumsfeld

BY PAUL KAISER

The Anthrax Vaccine hangs over the heads of our service members like the
sword of Damocles. This is because the Department of Defense continues to
force the US military to risk their health for a controversial vaccine of question-
able effectiveness and safety.

In a world where incumbency equates to power, Donald Rumsfeld, the
Secretary of Defense, continues to whitewash the issue of service members, as
well as Veterans, becoming stricken with perennial illness.   

Given the steadfast threat of terrorism in the world today, the most deadly
factor, in regards to anthrax, for the military, is that the bacteria can be bred in
laboratories by terrorists, and can be altered to engender a biological weapon.
This new ambiguous form of the bacteria can compromise the integrity of the
military community, as well as those seated in the positions to develop cures,
and keep up to speed with combating the threat. “Anthrax is an infection caused
by a naturally-occurring bacteria that when placed in contact with human
beings, can prove fatal,” states one civilian medical official. 

The Food and Drug Administration has continued to render waning support
for the vaccine and, in fact, has revoked the license of the manufacturer in the
past for not meeting adequate health standards. Furthermore, there have been
additives found in the vaccine to include squalene, an oil, intended to magnify
the protective reaction, and bolster a more efficient immune response in the
body. “It is not approved by the FDA for use in the vaccine” (FDA). 

Many within the medical community are realizing that service members are
experiencing numerous adverse reactions to the inoculations, to include rashes,
respiratory complications such as pneumonia, pulmonary embolism, and even
death. While the FDA has acknowledged the validity of these side effects, the
Pentagon continues to disaffirm that the vaccine contributes to anything unusu-
al.   

Officially, there are pending investigations into these claims, and the vac-
cine is currently confined to a conditional “emergency-use” basis by the Federal
Courts. “The Court issued a preliminary injunction barring inoculations”, con-
firms the Department of Health and Human Services. Within the Military today,
only those that are deploying to combat-zones, and areas of the like, can legally
be vaccinated. One member of the armed forces says, “If you’re serving, you’re
getting it.” This is the feeling of most on duty today, in reference to the anthrax
vaccine. 

In addition, when dealing with the issue of proper maintenance of shot
records within the Military, Nicholas Alexander, a Hunter College graduate,
now serving in the United States Navy says, “I have seen many people in the
Navy receive the same inoculation or vaccination week after week due to either
clerical error, misplaced, or lost files. There is nothing that a service member
can do when this occurs since every service member is bound by law to receive
all shots that the medical department deems necessary." Many are saying that
the Military ceaselessly undermines the new guideline mandated by the FDA
and court ruling to nullify the order for broad brush vaccine administration.

Is it possible that a preponderance of the live Anthrax germ via inoculation
could be the culprit for adverse reactions’, sicknesses’ and even death within the
US Military? Is a pattern of deception taking place within the Department of
Defense? Or is the Anthrax vaccine a “necessary evil” in preventing sickness
and death from plaguing the Military during the perils of war? 
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Remember way back when you were in high
school and you had to take all of those writing
exams in order to graduate?  Did you think that
once you were in college all that writing would
settle down?  Well think again... Writing has now
become the newest most emphasized subject in all
college classes.

In high school, they gave the SAT exam for
those students hoping to get into a good college.
It tested students on their reading, writing and
math abilities and a grading score of 1600.
However, that has all changed.  Since 2002, Caren
Scoropanos owner of the exam, has given teachers
the heads up so they would have plenty of time to
prepare their students for the newest SAT exam.
The new exam now offers an essay, no more
analogies, more algebra, forty-five more minutes,
and a new score to reach: 2400.

Don’t think just because high school has
added more writing, that colleges hasn't either.
Just take a look at the CPE exam that they have
here at QCC.  The CPE is a 3 hour long exam that
tests college students on their ability to understand
and think critically about ideas  and information
presented in print and the ability to write clearly,
logically, and correctly.  This test only just came
about in 1997 and it requires all students to take it
upon reaching their 45th credit and passing the
test before reaching their 60th credit.  In other
words, not passing this test can hold a student
back from graduating.

So why all these new writing tests?
According to Scoropanos,  Colleges and business-
es have sought out the change in hopes that "writ-
ing will become more of a priority across the
Unted States.''  Furthermore, a panel of business
leaders commissioned by the college board sug-

gests that  businesses also want employees with
polished writing skills because of society’s greater
reliance on computers for communication.

Linda Stanley, Director of  Composition in
the English Department, has been running work-
shops here at QCC for the last five years for all
faculty members in all departments on how to
teach writing in their classrooms. Some students
have already noticed paragraph form notes in
Science class making that a perfect example of
how much reading and writing will be added into
other areas of learning.  The teachers here now
have to teach English in the classroom adjacent
with the course that you are taking in order to
teach these skills across the board and to better
prepare students for the CPE and the future.  

The new criteria for writing intensive (WI) to
begin fall 2005 will involve many things.  A few
criterias added to the classes will be: a portion of
the class will be spent writing, a minimum of 10
pages of formal writing will be assigned, and the
faculty member will regularly discuss writing in
class.

In all reality, the workplace is now concerned
with communication, writing and documenting
skills which all play a pivotal role in finding a job.

QCC  is one of many city universities that
have just begun to use English throughout the
entire curriculum.  

Some students and staff here are concerned
with the effect that these tests will have on minori-
ties considering all language barriers.  Will the
language barrier cause a problem?  Well fortu-
nately, grammar is the last thing that gets graded
taking the college CPE exam.    The grading table
shows that the least and last point given is for the
comprehension, references between text and own

ideas, and lack of communication.  The graders
look at 5 other things before scoring the grammar
part of it.

Peter Gray, a professor here wants to see the
results first.  He's not sure if the new SAT and
new forms of writing will make things difficult or
easier for both minorities and students here.  The
idea of the test is to actually make it easier for all
students.  However, one thing that we can all
agree on is  better practices and more learning will
definitely improve a students communication skill.

If someone has difficulty with these new writ-
ing requests, they can go to the Basic Skills
Learning Center (BSLC) which is where college
students come together to build up their reading
and writing skills with the help of skilled caring
tutors.  The center is open Monday-Thursday 8 am
to 5 pm, and Friday  8 am to 3 pm and is located
near the Admissions Office towards the main
entrance.  They also offer An Online Writing Lab
(OWL) which can be found through the QCC
website.

A New Epidemic of Writing in all Classrooms has Emerged
BY LAURA MOSS

STUDENT
GOV’T 

ELECTIONS
COMING!
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Queensborough Community College provides many different activities,
events and workshops that open doors to their students by helping them build
their future careers. “Build your Teaching Career Now” was a workshop
sponsored by the office of Career Services and co-sponsored by the Social
Sciences Department.  This session had two spokespeople: Ms. Constance
Peluso, Career Services Director, and Ms. Reneé Rhodd, Academic Advisor.
The workshop was held on March 23, 2005, in the Medical Arts Building in
room 130 from 1 to 2:30PM; refreshments were served and 16 students
attended this event.

“Build your teaching career now” taught students how to write a power-
ful resume and how to make a cover letter.  It showed them where to find
postings for teaching assistant or group teacher positions and what to do after
applying for a job.  This session was most helpful to education majors, but it
was also helpful to anyone who wanted to prepare him or herself and have an
upper hand as they move towards their career.

In this workshop, Constance Peluso taught the class how to make a suc-
cessful resume. She handed out a chronological resume which business peo-
ple use and gave the students tips on what to write and on what is not appro-
priate to write. Some of the tips that were given out were:

1. Have a simple name for your e-mail; use nothing provocative.
2. Have your own personal website; this is very important so that

employers can view information that supports the work you have done
and the skills you have developed. The website should not have any
personal details or anything that is unprofessional.

3. Indicate your objective. It should be to secure a position and should
mention the job you are applying for.

4. List your educational credentials; listing your GPA is also important
but only if it is a 3.0 or higher.

5. Indicate all certifications. Include the name of the certificate, the name
of the granting agency and the dates received.

6. Provide a summary of your work experience. List your jobs in order
beginning with the most recent experience include volunteer work and
internships.

7. Include a list of pertinent skills. Include only those skills applicable to
you; list software programs systems and languages that you know and
use adjectives that would catch the eyes of the person reading the
resume.

8. Include any community service that you have done and any interests
that you have pertaining to the particular career.

A cover letter is also important in helping you get an interview. Ms.

Peluso explained that the first thing an employer looks at is the cover letter.  It
is essential that action verbs are used to make a greater impact and to show
one’s ability to communicate.  To this end, a sheet with action verbs was dis-
tributed. Ms. Constance Peluso mentioned that in the cover letter, indicate that
you will be following up with a phone call in a week’s time.

She also underscored the importance of thinking like an employer.  
Students were very pleased with the workshop. Sherry Naine,  an educa-

tion major, said, “I think it was very helpful and I learned a lot about the
resumes.” QCC offers their students a lot of opportunities outside the class-
room. Ms. Peluso said, “I wish more students would take advantage of them.”

“Build your teaching career now” is a beneficial workshop for any one
entering into the career world.  Any student would benefit from this practical
and insightful advice and would be on the fast track to finding the placement
of his or her choice. A job fair will be also available to students and will take
place on Wednesday, April 20 from 12PM to 3PM in the Student Union
Lobby. Students will have to register ahead of time. To learn more, students
can stop by the office of Career Services, in the Library Building, in room 429
or call (718) 631-6297. Future workshops that will help students prepare for
jobs will be held on April 6, April 13, May 4 and May 11.

QCC Prepares Students for Their Futures
BY MONICA HERNANDEZ

Third Annual CUNY Media
Conference

BY ADAM TORTORA

Students representing the journalism programs from each of the City
Universities flocked in record numbers to the third annual holding of the
CUNY Media conference which took place at the CUNY graduate center in
Manhattan on the 4th of March. The theme of this year’s conference was
“Journalism, Media, and the Big City.” There were a number of panel discus-
sions revolving around the various fields of journalism, and the day’s keynote
speaker was Dean Stephen Shepard of the future CUNY Graduate School of
Journalism.

One of the morning’s panel discussions titled “Listen Up: Words,
Pictures and Radio” featured legendary story teller Rich Lamb. Lamb went on
to portray to the future journalists the techniques and tips he employed
throughout his career in radio. The art of storytelling is an aspect of journal-
ism which is nearly lost to all its members, but the few who possess the abili-
ty to wield the English language and use words like brushstrokes to paint a
picture, still grasp the attention of listeners and will always have a position in
journalism, wherever new medias may take them.

The following discussion, held in the main auditorium, was headlined
“New Media-New Frontiers.” Speaker Leonard Apcar, NYTimes.com editor-
in-chief, lead the room through a discussion of the new technologies used in
journalism, specifically on-line newspapers and web logs or “blogs” as the
are referred to as by the computer savvy. Apcar went on to explain to the
audience how the NY Times, which was once considered totally reliant on ink
and paper for circulation, is now looking for new means of reaching its read-
ers. 

When the on-line version of the NY Times was created in 1996, they
couldn’t imagine that it would reach the heights that it has climbed to today.
Still free to all who wish to read it, NYTimes.com brings in 50 percent more
readers a day than the print version, a startling statistic. This disparity is
growing more and more drastic every year, especially because an on-line ver-
sion of the Times is capable of so much more than the print version. Stories
can be updated at the reporters whim, Audio and Video can be employed to
better report a news story, IT’S FREE. 

The ability to blog is now seen as an essential part of a journalists reper-
toire. Relatively new to the field, it has taken journalism by storm. With the
use of blogs, a journalist can essentially have a story in print one morning,
and on his or her web page can elaborate on it. Criticism can be posted and
replies can be made instantaneously, it’s like a digital conference between the
writer and the reader.

The highlight of the days activities was the keynote address given by
Stephen Shepard in which he explained to the audience the intentions of the
CUNY Graduate School of Journalism. Expected to open its doors September
2006 to a class of 50 which will eventually grow to graduating classes of 200.
Dean Shepard explained that there is a mandate for this school, being that
there are only three graduate programs offering a masters degree in journal-
ism in the North East, namely NYU, Columbia University and Syracuse
University. 

One advantage that the CUNY school will have over the others is the fact
that it will be publicly funded, resulting in a much lower tuition for its stu-
dents. Prospective students are warned that because the expansive curriculum,
as well as internship programs, will be crammed into the three semester track,
the work load will be daunting. The CUNY Graduate School of Journalism is
not meant for the meagerly interested student of journalism, a true desire for
the art form must be present if one plans to graduate, but then again, the same
goes for what graduates will encounter when faced with the working world of
journalism.
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The decision of a Dover, Pa. public school
district to teach alternative theories to evolution
has received international attention and drew
impassioned responses from both sides of the
issue when presented to Queensborough
Community faculty members and students.

The theory of evolution has been taught in
United States high schools since the Scopes
“Monkey Trials,” where a high school science
teacher was prosecuted for teaching evolution and
Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection. Many reli-
gious organizations found this theory to directly
contradict the principles of creationism as taught
in the Bible, and have since been attempting to
either eradicate or compromise the teaching of
evolution.

One article in the New York Times (Science
Times, Feb. 1, 2005) stated that evolution is tak-
ing “a back seat in US classrooms.” It described
how some high school science teachers, particu-
larly in the rural south, have been intimidated into
glossing over the concept of evolution or ‘flying
under the radar’ by calling it other names, such as
“change over time.” Fundamentalist groups are
putting pressure on school districts to offer alter-
native theories, such as “Intelligent Design.”

Intelligent design is the assertion that life is
too complex to have evolved without a creator.
Proponents of this theory claim that it is not reli-
giously based as it does not name or promote a
specific creator. Evolutionists often view this dis-
tinction as simply a matter of semantics, or as
Professor Jay Appleman (Math) called it, a “thinly
veiled attempt to bring in religion through the
back door.” Students will conclude, “so who is
this creator, God?"

Other objections to Intelligent Design state
that it technically does not meet the criteria of a
sound scientific theory. “There is no way to test it,
and therefore, it is not science at all . . . there are
no statements you can make about intelligent
design that are falsifiable — that is, that you could
prove to be wrong by doing an experiment or find-
ing certain data or evidence,” states Professor
Eugene Harris (Biology). “To put ‘intelligent
design’ on the same footing [as evolution] and
calling it science is titally misleading.” So why
reject one ‘theory’  in favor of another? According
to Professor Harris, “Evolution is a fact, not a the-
ory. The theory part lies in the exact mechanics by
which it occurs.”

When asked if a high school student can get a
well rounded science education if evolution is
‘glossed over’ or avoided completely, several
QCC professors unanimously contended that an
understanding of evolution is vital to a well round-
ed science education. “An understanding of evolu-
tion is central to science education. For one, it is
the unifying concept tying together all sub disci-
plines of biology,” states Professor Harris.
Professort Deleri Springer (Psychology) concurred
stating, “Evolution is the cornerstone of ALL biol-
ogy. Would you consider a chemist who didn’t
know the periodic table ‘well rounded?” Would
you trust him or her to invent new medicines?” 

Some professors feel that, in addition to sci-
ence, the overall endeavor of educating students
will be compromised by fundamentalist interfer-
ence. “At QCC we need to insure that our instruc-
tion in the Liberal Arts and Sciences effectively
achieves the objectives of our program which
includes two important outcomes relevant to the

issue of religion and science. First is that our grad-
uates not hold the belief that all of science I mere-
ly a belief system that is the equivalent of any
other belief system. Claims about the physical uni-
verse are best evaluated using scientific method.
Secondly, when involved in critical thinking and
the development of rationality, people ought not
hold inconsistent or contradictory beliefs’states
Professor Philip Pecorino (Philosophy).

Many religious leaders including Pope John
Paul II have concluded that evolution and the
Bible are basically compatible. According to
Professor Harris. “The problem is when folks take
what’s written in religious texts to be literally true.
But if one reads them as an allegory that has a
meta-meaning, there is no conflict with what we
know to be true about evolution.” 

Students at QCC, although divided on the
issue, are equally passionate in their convictions.
“No one is trying to take away religion,” stated
one student who asked not to be named. “But you
can’t teach religion and call it science. The pur-
pose of biology class is to teach science, which
includes, of course, evolution. No one is trying to
make either a religious or anti-religious statement
— it’s simply science being taught in a science
class .” 

Criminal court officials such as judges,
lawyers, bailiffs and other personnel working
within the court system feel threatened and scared
that the Atlanta court tragedy could have easily
occurred in any courthouse. Many criminal court
officials around the United States believe that
their lives are at risk and better security measures
should be enforced in the courthouses.

Some believe that this outrageous crime that
occurred in the Atlanta courthouse, which consist-
ed of the deaths of Judge Rowland Barnes, a
deputy, a stenographer, a federal agent and the
kidnapping of a brave mother, who calmly han-
dled the situation and brought an end to this ram-
page, could have definitely been prevented.
Dwane Johnson, a bailiff at Queens County
Criminal Court is one of the many who believed
that incidents such as these should not happen
under any circumstances. “ I truly believe that our
lives are at risk and that is why we must stay at
our highest alert at all times, when transferring a
suspect, while in custody, and especially when
they’re in front of the judge.” He also suggested
that bailiffs should be subjected to more training
to better handle and protect themselves and others
from any outraged suspect.

This recent courthouse tragedy is just the lat-
est of the many courthouse incidents that have
occurred in the past. While courts are known for a
place where justice is done, they are becoming a
place of horror and fear. This new wave of vio-
lence in our courts is the result of many factors
such as the tension between the victim’s family
and the suspect, hopelessness from the suspect
could motivate and encourage them to try any-
thing, and simply the suspect’s knowledge of
fleeing the courthouse, which is apparently not an
impossible task to do. 

Aware of all these factors that could cause
chaos in the courts, criminal court officials are
demanding tougher security measures in order to
perform their jobs and, more importantly, the con-
cept of safety. Steve Mongione, a prosecutor who
practices law with the Queens County District
Attorney, stated that in the multiple courthouses
he visits within the New York City region, they
do actually have good security measures. These
security measures consist of multiple bailiffs at
each court, high tech screens which allow security
to have a thorough check for every person enter-
ing the court and, most importantly, thorough
check ups for anything that could be used as a
weapon from inmates or suspects. However,
Mongione stated, “ Although the security we have
at our courthouses is very reliable, we can never
assume or assure ourselves that we will always be
safe because realistically we don’t know what
could happen in the future or what the criminals
might come up with next.” 

Crimes in the courthouses are not as common
as crimes in our city streets. However, as we have
seen from the past, it does occur and the outcome
usually is very devastating. Judges, lawyers,
bailiffs and the public should not be subjected to
any fear while they are inside a courthouse main-
ly because courts symbolize justice and order.

Furthermore, if we cannot have any order at
our courts, how can we expect order in the street?
Moreover, courthouse officials should learn from
this incident and improve their security measures
in any way possible; budget concerns should not
be a factor at this point because frankly the lives
of the innocent should always be the number one
priority.

Courthouse Tragedies are Becoming 
Too Common

BY ALI BENCHAKROUN

QCC Students and Faculty Debate Intelligent
Design vs. Evolution

BY DOROTHEA EVANS
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Sweetener’s Rivals Sour at
Slogan

BY STEPHEN CHOU

“Splenda, the no calorie sweetener, is made from sugar, so it tastes like
sugar.” That is Splenda’s new slogan and the basis of the company’s marketing
as the number one selling non-sugar sweetener.

It’s an artificial sweetener that has no calorie, considered a non-carbohy-
drate, is heat resistant to taste lost, so it’s viable for baking and has no after
taste. 

Splenda is made from sucrose (table sugar) and formed into sucralose.
Sucralose itself is not broken entirely down by the body (very little of it is
absorbed and the amount that does go through is passed through normally),
that’s how the artificial sweetener Splenda can claim it has no calories. FDA
approved and tested it’s a sweet set-up. Or is it?

According to competitors the public is being misled by the Splenda’s
claims. The makers of Equal, Splenda’s main artificial sweetener rival has sued
the marketers of Splenda. Equal claims that Splenda’s slogan “made from
sugar” is misleading and tricks the public into believing that it’s a natural prod-
uct.

The Sugar Association, which represents the American sugar beet and
sugar cane farmers, has put up their own web site,
www.truthaboutsplenda.com. On it they elaborate about the process in which
sucralose (the main component of Splenda) is made.

“The sweetness of Splenda derives from a chlorocarbon chemical that con-
tains three atoms of chlorine in every one of its molecules,” explains the Sugar
Association.

In addition, the Sugar Association blasts Splenda’s ability to pass through
the body: “FDA determined that as much as 27% of sucralose can be absorbed
by the body. This is particularly alarming for a chemical substance containing
chlorine.” Furthermore, they claim that FDA testing is lacking in long term
human research on sucralose’s effects and the effects of chlorine on the body.

After looking at www.Truthaboutsplenda.com, long time Splenda user and
pastry chef Hasina Parkins states, “I never realized that there were so many
issues with Splenda, I had always though of it as a safer sugar alternative than
Equal or NutraSweet.”

“There is nothing more important than making students self-regulating,
independent learners.  And it's not just about providing tutoring, it's about mak-
ing students independent, lifelong critical thinkers," explained Dion Pincus, the
director of Instructional Support Services (ISS) since 1999. 

Of the 12,000 plus students that attend Queensborough Community
College only approximately 3,000 actually utilize the instructional support ser-
vices offered. These services are ones that can help each individual student with
their school work in which ever class they need it most. “Students who come
here very often come again, and not necessarily for the same reason. They come
because they realize they can get more here than just tutoring," Dion Pincus
pointed out. 

Unfortunately, many of the students that do take advantage of this opportu-
nity only do so when it’s just too late. "Waiting until your back is against the
wall is too late and tutors do the absolute best they can, but they can't work
magic," stated Dion Pincus. Students should come for services the first day of
class and if by mid semester they see that they don't need them, they can always
drop them. It's harder to come in for the first time in mid-semester, when the
tutors may have full schedules. Tutoring is not only for C or D students that are
in drastic need of help; even students with A’s and B’s should come to ISS to
maintain those grades or even improve them. Better safe then sorry. 

So why aren’t QCC students utilizing these resources? Unfortunately,
many students here at Queensborough are unaware of the services that are pro-
vided by ISS in the Instructional Support Services Center. Most students know
they can receive help with their papers, and get tutoring when in fear of failing,
but they don’t know that tutoring is available year round for everything from
Math, to Engineering, to Nursing to Speech Communications. For all those
Nursing or Science majors, there are even anatomical models, skeletons, micro-
scopes, and slides to give more of a hands-on, full-scale view of their studies.  

ISS has many programs and tutors that are completely free to QCC stu-
dents, including many workshops for the ACT writing exam and the CPE exam
– in fact, over 1,500 students have received assistance from ACT Writing work-
shops, and over 600 students have received help to prepare for the CPE, so far
this year.  There is also tutoring for many different credit-bearing subjects
across all the College’s curricula. ISS has a computer lab and wireless laptops,
adding up to over 60 computers. And in addition to tutoring for classes, they
also have academic preparedness and study skills workshops to help build the
skills needed in your classes, and have recently added many online resources. 

One of the skill building programs offered by ISS is Bridges to Retention,
or B2R. Dion Pincus described B2R as, “Academic preparedness workshops [to

give students] some of the underpinnings necessary for success in coursework;
close reading skills, study skills, note taking skills, [and] critical thinking skills."
These workshops are very useful to new students, as well as students returning
from a long break who may need help adjusting to the college environment.
These B2R workshops were created as a result of the ISS staff having sat with
students, tutors, department chairs, and faculty to discuss different ways of help-
ing students to learn.  Most innovatively, the ISS workshops are based on a kind
of “game theory.”

Expected to phase in during the Fall 2005 semester is a new program tech-
nology called iPass. iPASS is an online interactive learning system. Dion Pincus
stated, “[The idea of iPass was to] revitalize the way that student learning and
pedagogy [teaching techniques] and educational technology marry each
other…[It] started as an idea to present e-tutoring to students, but grew into
something much larger.  It became an actual e-learning system, based on learn-
ing styles, integrating e-tutoring, online resources, and the use of a blog and
message board to generate discussion among and between students and faculty.
My vision of iPass is to make it not just another way to present tutoring, but to
make it a real curricular tool, to integrate it into the curriculum." 

In this learning system, a student is able to receive feedback from an e-tutor
according to their personal learning style, which is a student’s most effective
way of understanding the material being taught, be it auditory, visual,
reading/writing or hands-on. This is evaluated by a short 14 question survey on
your first visit to the system. Once your individual learning style is found, the
program offers you a look at your own personalized “learning profile”  which
tracks everything you have done in the system to show you how you learn, how
often you go to certain areas, or whether you are someone who submits multiple
drafts of writing assignments.  The system remembers your learning style and
informs the e-tutor of that style, so that he/she can tailor his/her response to
your writing submission.  The system also has the ability to have sound, video,
and graphics uploaded to your personal blog space, and has great functions
throughout the system like if you are an auditory learner you will have the
option to listen to text read to you by a programmed male or female voice – giv-
ing students an understanding of and options for how they learn new and diffi-
culty materials best.  

Instructional Support Services offers very flexible hours; 9AM to 9PM
Monday through Thursday, 9AM to 4PM on Fridays, and 10AM to 3PM on
Saturdays and Sundays. Despite these flexible hours, maybe some students still
simply don’t have the time to go down to the building to find out how to regis-
ter for a 50 minute one-on-one peer tutoring session.  For this reason, a new and
very useful website has been made by the program. This site can be found on
the QCC homepage, located under the support services section in the academics
tab. Or you can just go to: http://www.qcc.cuny.edu/iss.

ISS Offers More Than Just Free Tutoring
BY ANDREA HALOULOS AND MEGHAN BONACASA



On the heels of the 77th annual Oscar
Awards, and the second to last day of black histo-
ry month, it was a far gone conclusion as to who
would win for best actor in a motion picture. All
that remained was those five words “and the Oscar
goes to . . . .” In the eyes of many movie critics
and movie buffs the winner was Jamie Foxx for
his role in Ray, which tells of the life and times of
the great Ray Charles.    

Unlike any other
Oscar Award ceremo-
ny before it, this one
promised to be differ-
ent, and it was. The
show was clearly dom-
inated by young black
up and coming stars,
and some older black
stars as well. In addi-
tion to Foxx winning
for best actor, the leg-
endary Morgan Freeman won for best supporting
actor for his role in Million Dollar Baby; also
nominated for best actor was actor Don Cheadle
for Hotel Rwanda. Jamie Foxx was also nominat-
ed for best supporting actor for his role in collater-
al. This was the first time that a black actor was
ever nominated for awards in the two major acting
categories, and finally Sophie Okonedo who was
nominated for best supporting actress for her role
in Hotel Rwanda. 

Along with all the wonderful acting perfor-
mances, there were also equally outstanding per-

formances in other areas. Beyonce Knowles per-
formed three times, rap mogul Sean “Puffy”
Combs presented an award, and to cap the night
funnyman Chris Rock hosted the show.

On a night more racially diverse than any
other, “in the month dedicated to blacks,” it
appeared that the major newspapers thought little
of the accomplishments. Not since Denzel

Washington won best actor for his
role in Training Day and Halle
Berry for best actress for her role in
Monster’s Ball in 2003, have blacks
been more deserving to be on the
front page regarding Oscar news.

Yet the front page went to Clint
Eastwood director of Million Dollar
Baby, and Hilliary Swank for best
actress in Million Dollar Baby,
while the historic accomplishments
of Foxx were relegated to thumb-
nails in the corners of the major

newspapers.
According to the Clarion Ledger, blacks

account for 3.2 percent of the acting nominations,
a figure that is up from three years ago when
blacks made up a mere 2.8 percent. It’s astonish-
ing that with such a small percentage of nomina-
tions and such major achievements in a field dom-
inated by whites, the major newspapers would fail
to acknowledge this feat.

The Oscars were established in May of 1927
to promote the art of movie making. In its first
year the Oscars, which at the time was known as

The Academy of
Motion Picture
Arts and Science,
had only 36
members with
D o u g l a s
Fairbanks Sr as
the President. In
the first four
decades, only a
handful of blacks
were nominated
for Oscars, with
two actually win-
ning the award.
In 1939 Hattie
Mcdaniel won an
Oscar for best

supporting actress for her role in Gone with the
Wind, and in 1963 the legendary Sidney Poitier
won best actor for his role in Lilies of the Field.    

It is clear that there’s still a wide gap between
blacks and whites in the movies, but the 77th
Oscar Awards showed us that the gap is closing.
Upon accepting his award, Foxx quoted some-
thing told to him by the Sidney Poitier “I see
something.”  Although Poitier was referring to
Foxx, we too see something, and it is the rise of
blacks in the movies, regardless of who is watch-
ing or reporting.                   
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Black Enough for Oscar, Too Black for 
the Front Page

BY RODNEY NICHOLLS
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Rap Star Diva Lil’ Kim
Faces Criminal Charges

BY JENIENE DALEY

Lil’ Kim notoriously known as Queen
Bee, and one of the late Notorious B.I.G over-
sexed side kicks, will appear in court again on
June 24, to be sentenced by Judge Gerard. E.
Lynch for a number of criminal charges
brought up against her.

The 30 year old rapper, actress and com-
poser was indicted under her give name,
Kimberly Jones, of three counts of perjury and
one with conspiring  with a co-defendant,
Monique Dopewell, to lie before the grand
jury.  A more serious charge, obstruction of
justice was also brought against Ms. Jones and
her co-defendant.

Each count against Ms. Jones carries a maximum sentence of five years
which creates a cumulative of at least 25 years in prison and is currently free
on a 500,000 bail.

Ms. Jones turned herself in on Wednesday March 16, and released merely
hours after pleading not guilty and posting bail. Mel Sachs, her attorney, told
reporters, “These charges are baseless and I’m confident that the charges
against her will be completely dismissed.” Evidence has been brought into
court that the Rap Diva was seen at the scene of the crime when it took place.
Cameras which were placed outside the Hot 97 building vividly revealed Ms.
Jones next to Damion Butler, Kim’s manager, when he brandished his pistol
and opened fire at a rival rap crew.

Mr. Butler pleaded guilty for firing a gun at the scene of the crime and
was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Ms. Jones denied seeing Mr. Butler any-
where the Hot 97 building that day.  She was also charged for lying when she
was asked to identify photo of another member of her rap crew. Ms. Jones
remained calm and composed when the verdict was read, only leaning slightly
against her lawyer while relatives and friends wept in the courtroom at the end
of the trial.

Michael Jackson Battles
Financial Problems

BY MICHEL NICOLAS

Michael Jackson, the King of Pop who sold over more than a 100 million
records world wide, is now facing other obstacles in his life.  Jackson is on
trial for child molestation, but on March 11, 2005 another news story broke
out in Michael Jackson’s trial and it wasn’t about child molestation.  This time
it was about Jackson’s potential bankruptcy.  District Attorneys were seeking
access to Jackson’s financial records.  Gordon Auchincloss, an assistant
District Attorney, during a hearing said that Michael Jackson may have been
motivated by his financial problems to take part in an alleged conspiracy to
hold his accuser’s family captive and try to get them to help rebut a TV docu-
mentary that destroyed the singer’s public image.

According to the prosecutors, Michael Jackson might be in debt for $300
million and there was a possibility that he might have $400 million in liabili-
ties and by December 2005 his financial troubles may crash, according to
Auchincloss.  District attorneys are looking to uncover Jackson’s financial sit-
uation.  But defenders of Michael Jackson are not going to let others get
access to his financial situation.

Robert Sanger, a defense attorney, was very upset with Auchincloss for
the direction in which he is going with the trial.  Sanger believes that he was
just trying to create a buzz for the media in his arguments rather than talking
about the issues regarding the case.  Sanger strongly disagrees with prosecu-
tors trying to determine Jackson’s financial situation to get involved in the
case.  It goes back in 2003, when Jackson’s financial picture was in question;
that was about the time of the alleged conspiracy.  According to case law,
Sanger believed that they should prevent admission of evidence about any
possible financial motive.  

Michael Jackson, 46, is on trial facing child molestation charges.  On
Thursday, March 10, 2005, Jackson arrived late in court, which got the judge
extremely angry.  As they proceeded with the trial, that day the accuser was
testifying and he explained a night at Jackson’s home at the Neverland ranch
and he said that he began in the arcade and ended up in the entertainer’s bed.
If convicted of all counts, he will face up to twenty years in prison.   



After a disappointing 2004 season, the Mets
went searching for help to see if they could make a
change for the 2005 season, and go all the way.
After having a horrible season, in which they went
46-74, the Mets were looking to acquire some new
players, to prove to their fans that they can com-
pete with the other teams in the major league for
the championship. They also wanted to prove to
their fans that they can compete with the New
York Yankees, one of the best teams in major
league history and also a fellow New York team.

The first step that the Mets took in the search
was to acquire a new coach in Mr. Willie
Randolph. They believe that he can help change
the organization around and put the Mets back on
top. After getting Willie Randolph to sign on as
their new coach, things were starting to head in the
right way for the Mets. Willie, who is a New
Yorker and a former New York Mets, was bring-
ing his winning ways back to the Mets organiza-
tion. Mets fans were starting to look for the first
time since 2000, when their team made it to the
play offs and lost to the New York Yankees, in the
championship game.

After taking on the job as the Mets new head
coach, Willie Randolph was looking to make some
new additions to the Mets organization so that he
could go out and compete with the other teams for
the title this season. The first step that he took in
this direction was to go out and sign Pedro
Martinez, one of the top free agent pitchers on the
market, who had helped to lead the Boston Red
Sox to a World Series come from behind win over
the New York Yankees last season. This was a

great addition to the Mets pitching staff, because
with Al Leiter, Tom Glavine and other top pitchers
the Mets looked to have one of the best pitching
staff in the major league and with a rotation like
that including Pedro, the Mets may be on their
way heading back to the top.

To seal the deal, Willie Randolph was also
able to get another top free agent center fielder in
Carlos Beltran to sign on with the Mets. Beltran
who had a tremendous season last year, was one of
the biggest names in the free agent market. Now,
with Carlos Beltran in the Mets line up, the Mets
also have a great line up, because if José Reyes
can stay healthy and the other Mets like Mike
Piazza, Mike Cameron, Jason Philips and Kazuki
Matsui can have a good season then the Mets
might be the team to beat in the major leagues this
season. But, will these two players make a differ-
ence for the Mets organization and could they help
the Mets get back to the top? 

After talking to Damion Foster, a student
from Queensborough Community College and a
big Mets fan,” he believes that there is no team
that can beat the Mets, if Pedro Martinez and
Carlos Beltran along with José Reeves and a few
other players can stay health for the entire season.”
He also believes that the Mets will win the World
Series this season, but who could blame him for
the first time since 2000 the Mets is looking good
and if they are ready to compete for the title.

Another Mets fan, Allan Jackson from QCC
said, “He believes that the acquisitions of Carlos
Beltran and Pedro Martinez will make a difference
for the Mets organization, and if all the players

stay healthy, they will help take back the Mets
organization to the top.

Maybe they are being optimistic, but so far in
spring training, the Mets have looked brilliant,
winning nine out of ten games and look as if they
are ready to rumble back to the top like they did in
2000, but let’s wait and see. They also look as if
they are ready to compete with the Yankees who
have been horrible so far through spring training.

But, the big question is, can it all happen this
season? And the answer that many Mets fans give
is sure. They believe that if the Mets play how
they are playing in spring training and players stay
healthy, they could be right back at the top com-
peting for the World Series championship this sea-
son.
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Academic Advisement / Registration Guide  –  Spring 2005
Who Are You? How do I get

Advised?
WHEN do I Register? HOW do I Register?

Degree Student in a Special
Program:  College Discovery,
C-STEP, Homebound, COPE
International Students, Services
for Students with Disabilities

See program advisors
from your department

Check with specific program
for registration start date
Some programs have
priority registration

1. In person in room A -119
2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

Degree Student with 25 or more credits

completed and a GPA of 2.75 or greater

May use the online

advisement system
https://qcc.iwr.cuny.edu/
index.asp     or
go to Advisement L434

On April 7
th

 @ 9:00 am go to

https://qcc.iwr.cuny.edu.index.asp
You will be able to register the
next day

1. In person in room A -119

2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

Degree Student with 25 or more
credits completed and a GPA

between 2.0 and 2.74.

See your designated
Academic Department

Between 4/11/05- 5/13/05

Look at appropriate link on
the Advisement website

https://qcc.iwr.cuny.edu/index.asp

1. In person in room A -119
2. Via the telephone @ 212

     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

Degree Student with under 25
credits completed and a GPA
of a 2.0 to 4.0

** First semester QCC students in ST 100

** First semester  QCC students Not in ST
100

See an Academic
Advisor Library 434

**ST 100 Instructor will
advise you.

**See an Academic
Advisor Library 434

You will be cleared for
registration after seeing an
Academic Advisor

1. In person in room A -119
2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @

www.qcc.cuny.edu

See the Counseling

Center L 428

Make an appointment with

the Counseling Center and
you will be counseled on
the appropriate courses.

1. In person in room A -119

2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

GED 24 Credit Program See the Counseling
Center L-428 or Academic
Advisement
L-434

You will be cleared for
registration after seeing an
Academic Advisor 

1. In person in room A -119
2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

Re-Admitted Students See Academic

Advisement L-434

You will be cleared for

registration after seeing an
Academic Advisor 

1. In person in room A -119

2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

Non Degree Students Not Required Registration start date is
June 6th, 2005

1. In person in room A -119
2. Via the telephone @ 212

     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @
www.qcc.cuny.edu

Senior Citizens Not Required Registration start date is
August 10, 2005

1. In person in room A -119
2. Via the telephone @ 212
     541-1016
3. Or on-line from the web @

www.qcc.cuny.edu

* Degree Student with 0-12.5 credits
completed and a GPA below a 1.5
*Degree Student with 13-24.5
credits completed and a GPA

below a 1.75

* Degree Student with 25+ credits
completed and a GPA below a 2.0

NHL Mourns Lost
Season

BY MICHAEL KUEBER

On February 16 of this year, the NHL did
something that no other professional sports orga-
nization has ever done; they cancelled an entire
season. The cancellation was due to labor dis-
putes, primarily over a salary cap and payrolls of
players. As of March 30, it has been 195 days
since the lockout, and things are looking bleaker
than ever. On Thursday, March 17, the NHL and
the NHLPA met for 2 1/2 hours to see if an agree-
ment could be made in hopes of there being a sea-
son next year. The NHL proposed to the Player’s
association (NHLPA) a deal for a “Hard” salary
cap of 37 million dollars. The Player’s
Association was looking for a “Soft” salary cap of
49 million dollars. 

The difference between a “Soft” and “Hard”
salary cap is simple. With a “Hard” salary cap, all
the teams in a league are not allowed to spend
over X amount of dollars. This kind of salary cap
is seen in the NFL. A “Soft” salary cap means
that if a team spends over X amount of dollars,
they then have to pay a luxury tax. This kind of
cap is seen in the NBA and MLB. 

The Player’s Association rejected the recent
offer, and both the NHLPA and the NHL will be
meeting continually for the next few weeks.
Hopefully, these two will come to an agreement
and bring back Hockey to North America. 

While the NHL is busy putting itself back
together, the American Hockey league (AHL) has
had its most productive year ever. All AHL hock-
ey teams have seen an increase in attendance
ranging from 9% to 15%. And it might be
because of NHL woes that has made AHL better.
First and foremost, the pressure of living up to
NHL standards has, for now, been removed from
the players. One plays in the AHL in hopes of
being recruited into the NHL. Prior to NHL lock-
out, players were rushed through the AHL with-
out fully developing their abilities. Players now
have time to hone their skills prior to moving in
rather than developing while in the big leagues.
With that in mind, the thought of a team’s top
player being taken by the NHL at any moment in
the season has also been removed. This has
formed better team chemistry among players,
which in turn, has created better game play. 

The increased play of teams has actually
made this year’s AHL season one of the tightest
it’s been. In the Eastern division, there is a four
team race for first place between Philadelphia,
Binghamton, Norfolk and Wilkes-Barre. In the
West, there is a battle between seven teams, who
all post .500 records, for second place behind
Rochester. So even though NHL is in a lockout,
the AHL has been carrying the load for hockey
fans all over North America.   

New Mets, New Season
Can they go all the way?

BY DWAYNE JOHNSON


